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A hyperbolic mixed initial boundary-value problem is investigated in which the
Neumann condition and the Dirichlet condition are given on complementary parts
of the boundary. An existence and uniqueness result in Sobolev spaces with
additional differentiation in the tangential directions to the interface is proved by
obtaining energy estimates and applying a duality argument. The goal is the
eventual analysis by the Wiener]Hopf method of the asymptotic behavior of the
solution near the interface. Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
There is a highly developed theory of elliptic mixed boundary value
problems which applies the technique of factorization to analyze the
singularities which occur near the interface on the boundary see Vishik
w x w x .and Eskin 7 and Eskin 3 . . As in the elliptic case, in a mixed initial
boundary-value problem for a hyperbolic operator singularities arise near
the interface even in the situation where the data are smooth. This paper
is the first part of the analysis of singularities for the Dirichlet]
Neumann]Cauchy problem assuming smooth data. Under this assumption
 .the ultimate result announced in Theorem 2 shows that the asymptotics
for the singularities are the same as in the elliptic Dirichlet]Neumann
problem, and that the singularities do not propagate.
* The research for this work was carried out in part while the author had a visiting
appointment at the Max Planck Research Group ``Partielle Differentialgleichungen und
Komplexe Analysis'' at Potsdam University during 1994]1995.
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The primary result proved in the present paper is an existence and
uniqueness result in Sobolev spaces which contain a second index for
tangential differentiation. Thus this result already contains within it tan-
gential regularity of the solution, a necessary step in the attainment of the
ultimate goal: the asymptotic expansion. Although investigation of the
propagation of singularities is called for, this result analyzes precisely the
type of singularity which arises under optimal conditions, that is, smooth
data.
An energy estimate is obtained by the standard technique of integrating
each side of the partial differential equation after multiplying by a deriva-
tive of the solution in the time-like direction, and existence is proved by a
duality argument. To achieve tangential regularity in all tangential direc-
tions an a priori estimate from the theory of mixed elliptic boundary-value
problems is used. It should be noted that the typical existence results for
mixed hyperbolic problems are insufficient to prove tangential regularity
since in these results there is a loss of one derivative as compared to the
elliptic problem and the techniques developed to obtain regularity for
elliptic problems will then fail.
 .The Dirichlet]Neumann]Cauchy problem is given on an n q 1 -
dimensional C` manifold X with boundary S. The boundary S is time-like
 .and divided into two open regions S and S by an n y 1 -dimensional1 2
C` time-like submanifold S . Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions0
are given on S and S , respectively.1 2
 .In local coordinates x s x , . . . , x the second order hyperbolic opera-0 n
tor P is given by
n n
jkP x , D s g x D D q b x D q c x , 1 .  .  .  .  . j k j j
j, ks0 js0
 . `where D s D , . . . , D , D s i­ , the coefficients are C , and0 n j j
jk . g x j j is a real symmetric quadratic form having Lorentz signature,j k
 jk .that is, g has one positive and n negative eigenvalues.
To avoid considering compatability conditions we assume that the data
are initially zero. More precisely, let f be a C` function from X to R with
space-like level surfaces, and assume, moreover, that f is a proper map.
Then the Dirichlet]Neumann]Cauchy problem is given by
P x , D u s f in X8 2 .  .
u s g on S 3 .1 1
B x , D u s g on S 4 .  .2 2
u s 0 when f - 0, 5 .
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where f , g , and g vanish for f - 0 and X8 is the interior of X. The1 2
 .  . ` .  .boundary operator B equals b x, D q d x , d g C S , where b x, D is
the Neumann operator with respect to the operator P. In local coordinates
 . jk .  .  . `b x, D s  g x n x D , where n x is a C section of the conormalj k
bundle of S.
The mixed Dirichlet]Neumann]Cauchy problem models the acoustic
pressure of an enclosed cavity in which sound is radiated into the cavity
from one part of a non-absorbent wall, and the acoustic impedance
vanishes on the remainder of the wall. The behavior on the complemen-
tary parts of the wall are modelled by a non-homogeneous Neumann
condition and a homogeneous Dirichlet condition, respectively.
This mixed problem can also be considered an idealized scalar model for
the dynamic problem of linear elasticity in which the displacement is
known on one part of the boundary and the traction is known on the
 .complement. The traction is analogous to the Neumann condition.
Existence and uniqueness results for the elasticity problem were given in
w x2, Sect. III.4 , but regularity of the solution was not treated.
The Dirichlet]Neumann]Cauchy problem is one in a class of mixed
w xinitial-boundary value problems treated in 1 by reduction to a pseudo-
differential equation on the boundary; however, the operators were
assumed to be constant coefficient. Moreover, the a priori estimate for the
w xproblems treated in 4 , that is, mixed initial boundary value problems for
second-order hyperbolic operators in which the uniform Lopatinski condi-
tion is satisfied, were obtained by reduction to a pseudo-differential
equation on the boundary, and the existence proof was carried out by the
method of elliptic regularization. A duality argument, rather than elliptic
regularization, is used in the present treatment due to the non-ellipticity of
the boundary symbol associated with the Neumann operator. The second
paper, which will prove the result on the asymptotic behavior of the
solution to the Dirichlet]Neumann]Cauchy problem, will also investigate
w xthe singularities of the class of problems studied in 4 .
The author is indebted to Professor Gregory Eskin for suggesting this
problem as well as for reading the manuscript and offering helpful com-
ments. The author also thanks the Max Planck Institute which supported
him during the 1994]1995 academic year, during which part of the re-
search for this paper was done.
1. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREM
Let u represent the Fourier transform of u:Ä
u j s ei x?j u x dx , x s x , x , . . . , x , j s j , j , . . . , j . .  .  .  .Ä H 0 1 n 0 1 n
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Put
1r2ny2
1r2 22< <L j s 1 q j , L0 j , . . . , j s 1 q j . .  . . 0 ny2 j /js0
 nq1.The Sobolev space H R , s, s in R, consists of generalized func-s, s
 2 .tions which are s-times differentiable in the L sense in all variables, and
which have additional smoothness in the directions tangential to the
 .interface given locally by x s x s 0 . That is, it consists of all distri-ny1 n
butions u in Rnq1 whose Fourier transform u is a function and for whichÄ
the value of
22 2 s 2 s5 5u s L L0 u djÄs , s H
5 5is finite, which makes this space into a Hilbert space with norm u .s, s
 m , pN.B. The notation H is typically used for the space of functions whose
p .mth order derivatives are in L .
nq1 nq1 .The quotient space H R consists of all distributions u in R ss, s q q
 4  nq1.x: x ) 0 which have an extension which belongs to H R . Then s, s
norm of u in this Hilbert space is given by
5 5 5 5u s inf U ,s , s s , s
 nq1.where the infimum is taken over all extensions U in H R .s, s
n n n n .  .  4The spaces H R and H R , R s x: x s 0, x ) 0 , R ss, s s, s " q n ny1 y
 4  n.x: x s 0, x - 0 , are defined analogously; the norm of ¨ in H Rn ny1 s, s
is given by
22 2 s 2 s5 5¨ s L9 L0 ¨ dj dj 9,Äs , s H 0
where
1r2ny1
2
L9 s 1 q j . j /js0
 n.  n . w x w x XThe norms in H R , H R , will be denoted by , , ands, s s, s " s, s s, s
Y nq1 nq1w x  .  ., respectively. Put H R s H R , etc.s, s s q s, 0 q
A distribution u on a manifold without boundary consists of a system uk
of distributions, k an arbitrary coordinate system, which satisfies the
compatibility relationship
u s k (k 9y1 *u .k 9 k
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 .in k 9 X l X , for any non-trivially intersecting coordinate neighbor-k k 9
hoods X and X . u , which can be thought of as the pullback under k ofk k 9 k
Ä nq1 Ä  .the restriction of u to X , is a distribution on X ; R , X s k X .k k q k k
This definition can be generalized to a distribution on a manifold with
Äboundary by allowing the sets X to be open subsets of the closedk
w xhalf-space 5, Vol. 3, B.2 .
Take W to be a neighborhood of S for which there exist coordinates in0
which S corresponds to x s 0 and S corresponds to x s x s 0,n 0 ny1 n
x and x being invariant in W, and let V be a neighborhood of S withny1 n 0
loc  .V ; W. The space H X8 consists of all distributions u in X8 for whichs, s
` n nÄ .  .  .  .  .fu , f g C X , belongs to i H R if X ; W, ii H R ifk 0 k s, s q k sqs q
loc  .X ; X _ V, for any coordinate system k . The spaces H S , i s 1, 2,k s, s i
loc loc .  .are defined similarly. Put H X8 s H X8 , etc. The invariance of thes s, 0
n .space H R under transformations which leave x and x invariants, s q ny1 n
loc  .implies that it suffices in the definition of H X8 to take k in an atlass, s
for X and f s f provided the supports of k*f cover X.k k
We give next the well-posedness result for the Dirichlet]
Neumann]Cauchy problem and present its proof after some preliminary
lemmas.
THEOREM 1. Assume that P is hyperbolic with respect to the le¨el surfaces
loc  .of f, that f is proper, and that S and S are time-like. Let f g H X8 ,0 0, s
loc loc .  .g g H S and g g H S , s G 0, and suppose f , g , and1 1r2, sq1 1 2 y1r2, sq1 2 1
g ¨anish for f - 0. Then there is a unique solution u of the mixed problem2
loc .  .  .2 ] 4 in H X8 which ¨anishes in f - 0.1, s
The theorem will be proved by applying a local existence and uniqueness
 .  . nq1result. Consider Eqs. 2 ] 4 in a half-space, that is, replace X8 by R ,q
 . n  n . yt x 0and S S by R R . Upon multiplying these equations by e we1 2 q y
obtain
P x , D q it N u s f in Rnq1 6 .  .t t q
u s g on Rn 7 .t 1t q
B x , D q it N u s g on Rn , 8 .  .t 2t y
 . yt x 0  .where u x s e u x , and f , etc., are defined similarly, N st t
 . 001, 0, . . . , 0 , g s 1. There is no loss of generality in assuming that
 jk .  .  .g is negative definite. Furthermore, in problem 6 ] 8 , thej, ks1, . . . , n
coefficients of the operator P are assumed to be constant outside a
nq1compact set in R , and the conormal n is assumed to be constantq
outside a compact set in Rn.
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The operators L, L9, and L0 are modified for the half-space problem by
 . inclusion of an additional parameter t , where we set L j , t s t q
< < 2 .1r2 t  . tj , etc. Put L s D q it .0 0
We now derive the basic energy estimate for the local version of the
Dirichlet]Neumann]Cauchy problem.
 .  .  .LEMMA 1. Let u ?, t be a solution of the boundary ¨alue problem 6 ] 8
tq1 nq1 .with L u in H R , for some real number t. Gi¨ en data satisfying0 1 q
t nq1 tq1 n tq1 n .  .  .L f g H R , L g g H R , and L g g H R , then u0 t 0 q 0 1t 1r2 q 0 2t y1r2 y
satisfies the a priori estimate
X Yt tq1 tq1 tq1’< <t L u F C L f q C L g q C L g , 9 .0 0 t 0 1t 0 2t1 y1 1r2 y1r2
< <for t sufficiently large, and C independent of t .
 . jk jkProof. Assume initially that t s 0, P D is given by  g D D , gj k
 .  .constants, and B x, D is simply the Neumann operator b x, D . Multiply-
 .  .  .ing the equation P D q it N u ?, t s f by 2 ­ q t u, taking the realt 0
part, and integrating by parts we get
2 jkt ­ q t u y g ­ u ­ u dx . H 0 j k /x )0n j, kG1
s R f ­ q t u dx y R Bu ­ q t u dS, 10 .  .  .H Ht 0 0
x )0 x s0n n
where the conormal n can, without loss of generality, be taken to be
 .0, . . . , 0, y1 , and where we have used the identities
2 222R ­ q t u ­ q t u s ­ ­ q t u q 2t ­ q t u ; .  .  .  . .  /0 0 0 0 0
n n
jk jk2R ­ q t ug ­ ­ u s 2R ­ g ­ u ­ q t u .  . . 0 j k k j 0
j, ks1 j , ks1
n n
jk jky ­ g ­ u ­ u y 2t g ­ u ­ u, . 0 j k j k
j, ks1 j , ks1
20 k 0 k2R ­ q t ug ­ q t ­ u s ­ g ­ q t u , for k ) 0. .  .  . .  /0 0 k k 0
 .We obtain a bound for the surface integral that appears in 10 assuming
Dirichlet]Neumann boundary conditions: u s g on Rn and Bu s g on1t q 2t
Rn . Lety
¨ , w s ¨w dS. . H
x s0n
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Choose extensions lg of g , i s 1, 2, such thatit it
X Yw x w x w x w xL lg - 2 L g , L lg - 2 L g .1r2 1r2 y1r2 y1r20 1t 0 1t 0 2t 0 2t
In the identity
Bu, L u s y lg , L lg q Bu y lg , L u y lg .  .  . .0 2t 0 1t 2t 0 1t
q lg , L u q Bu, L lg .  .2t 0 0 1t
the second integral on the right-hand side vanishes. Thus, we get
5 5w x w xBu, L u F C L lg q L lg q u . 11 .  . 411r2 y1r20 0 1t 0 2t
By virtue of the inequality
5 5f ­ q t u dx s t y ­ f u dx F ­ y t f u .  .  .H H 1t 0 0 t 0 t y1
x )0 x )0n n
 jk .  .  .and the negative definiteness of g , we get by 10 and 11 thatj, ks1, . . . , n
< <for t sufficiently large
X Y1r2< < 5 5 w x w xt u F C L f q C L g q C L g . 12 .1 1r2 y1r20 t 0 1t 0 2ty1
 .   ..If the original operators P x, D q it N see 1 and B are used we get an
 .identity which is the same as 10 aside from an additional term which is a
 .sesquilinear form in u, u9 . The absolute value of this term is bounded by
5 5 < <  .C u . Hence, for t large, the estimate 12 still holds.1
tq1  nq1.Now assume that L u is in H R , t g R. The commutator of A0 1 q
w x tand B is A, B s AB y BA. Putting ¨ s L u, we get0
t t yt nq1P¨ s L f y L P , L , in R ,0 t 0 0 q
¨ s Lt g , on Rn ,0 1t q
t t yt nB¨ s L g y L B , L ¨ , on R .0 2t 0 0 y
 .  .Applying estimate 12 to ¨ we get estimate 9 since the term involving
the commutator can then be absorbed by the left-hand side.
t nq1 tq1 .LEMMA 2. Let t g R. Gi¨ en data satisfying L f g H R , L g g0 t 0 q 0 1t
n tq1 n .  .H R , L g g H R there exists, if t is sufficiently large, a1r2 q 0 2t y1r2 y
 .  .unique solution u of the mixed boundary ¨alue problem 6 ] 8 satisfyingt
t nq1 .L u g H R . This solution ¨anishes when x - 0 whene¨er the data0 t 1 q 0
¨anish there.
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 .Proof. Uniqueness follows from the a priori estimate 9 with t re-
placed by t y 1.
It follows from the divergence theorem that
P*¨u dx s ¨ f dx q i B ¨g dS q i ¨g dS 13 .H H H Ht 1 1t 2t
n nx )0 x )0 R Rn n q y
` nq1 .  .  .whenever u is a solution of 6 ] 8 and ¨ is a function in C R for0
which ¨ s 0 on Rn and B ¨ s 0 on Rn . Considering t as an additionalq 1 y
covariable the dual operator P* is a second-order partial differential
 .operator whose principal homogeneous symbol is given by p x, j y it N ,
 . jkp x, j s  g j j ; the operator B is a first-order operator whose princi-j k 1
 .pal symbol is b x, j y it N , b the principal symbol of B.
 .Next we obtain that the right-hand side of 13 satisfies the bound
y1 yt¨ f dx q i B ¨g dS q i ¨g dS F C L9 L P*¨ . .H H Ht 1 1t 2t 0 0n nx )0 R Rn q y
Indeed,
y tq1. y tq1.¨f dx F C L9L ¨ F C L ¨ ,H t 0 00 1
x )0n
and the surface integrals are likewise majorized by this quantity. By virtue
of Lemma 1
y1y tq1. yt ytL ¨ F C L P*¨ F C L9 L P*¨ .0 0 01 y1 0
we get the desired estimate.
By the Hahn]Banach theorem there exists a linear functional L acting
` nq1 .on C R which satisfies0 q
L P*¨ s ¨ f dx q i B ¨g dS q i ¨g dS, . H H Ht 1 1t 2t
n nx )0 R Rn q y
` nq1 n .for any function ¨ in C R for which ¨ s 0 on R and B ¨ s 0 on0 q q 1
Rn , and which satisfies the estimatey
y1 ytL w F L9 L w . .  . 0 0
Hence, L can be represented by
` nq1L w s wu dx , w g C R .  .H 0
x )0n
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t nq1 .with L L9u g H R . The function u is a solution of the mixed0 0 q
 winitial-boundary value problem, and partial hypoellipticity cf. 5, Vol. 3,
t nq1x.  .Theorem B.2.9 gives L u g H R .0 1 q
 .  .  .The proof that u ?, t s exp yt x u x and u vanishes for x - 0 is0 0
w x  .carried out as in 4, p. 544 . By estimate 9 we get that
y1ty1L Dt u ?, t q Dt y u ?, t , .  .  . . 40
and
y1ty1 i x Dt0L Dt e y 1 u ?, t .  .  . 40
nq1 .are bounded in H R independently of Dt . Taking a subsequence1 q
nq1 ty1 .which converges weakly in H R , we conclude that L durdt and1 q 0
ty1 nq1 .L x u are both in H R for t G t . Since D q it and ­ q x0 0 1 q 0 0 t 0
commute and the latter operator annihilates the data, we have that
 .  .  .­ q x u satisfies the boundary-value problem 6 ] 8 with zero right-t 0
 .hand side. By estimate 9 we obtain a distribution-valued ordinary differ-
ential equation,
du
q x u s 0,0dt
 . yt x 0  .  . ty1 yt x 0so that u x, t s e u x for some distribution u x . Since L e u0
 .is uniformly bounded in H for t G t we conclude that u x s 0 for1 0
x F 0.0
In order to obtain regularity in L0 for the solution of the hyperbolic
problem we make use of an a priori estimate from the theory of mixed
boundary value problems for elliptic operators. The Sobolev spaces
 nq1.H R are defined by taking the norm:s, p, s , t
22 2 s 2 p 2 s 2 t5 5u s L L9 L0 L u dj .Äs , p , s , t H 0
nq1 .The quotient space H R and the spaces on the boundarys, p, s , t q
n .H R are defined accordingly.s, s , t "
PROPOSITION 1. Let u be the solution to the mixed elliptic boundary-¨ alue
problem
E x , D u s f on Rnq1 , . q
u s g on Rn ,1 q
­ u s g on Rn ,N 2 y
 .where E is an elliptic second-order operator with principal symbol  a x j j ,jk j k
` nq1 .a g R, the coefficients of E are in C R , and the first order operator ­jk 0 q N
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is the Neumann operator with respect to the operator E, that is, its principal
nq1 .symbol is gi¨ en by y a j . If u is a solution in H R , s ,j jn j 2, y1, s , t q
t g R, then it satisfies the a priori estimate
X5 5 5 5 w xu F C f q C g2, y1, s , t 0, y1, s , t 1r2, s , t1
Y 5 5w xq C g q C u ,1, y1, s , ty1r2, s , t2
where C is a constant independent of u.
The proof of this proposition is essentially a repetition of the proofs of
w xTheorems 13.1 and 22.1 of Eskin 3 . One uses the fact that the factoriza-
tion index of the corresponding boundary operator is one-half.
nq1 .LEMMA 3. Let s G 0. Gi¨ en data satisfying f g H R , g gt 0, s q 1t
n n .  .H R , g g H R , and which ¨anish when x - 0, there1r2, sq1 q 2t y1r2, sq1 y 0
exists, if t is sufficiently large, a solution u of the mixed initial boundary-¨ aluet
nq1 .  .  .problem 6 ] 8 ¨anishing when x - 0 and satisfying u g H R .0 t 1, s q
Proof. Take C large, so that
E s P x , D q it N y CD2 . 0
is elliptic. Define the pseudo-differential operator L , e ) 0, with symbolre
rr221 q j 0 .
, j 0 s j , . . . , j . .0 ny2rr221 q e j 0 .
 .  .Apply L , 0 - r - 1, to the problem 6 ] 8 . The first equation can bere
written
2 w xE L u s L f y CL D u q E, L u . .re t re t re 0 t re t
Making use of the elliptic estimate in Proposition 1 and the estimate
2L D u F u ,0, y1, g , t 2, y1, g , tqrre 0 t t
we obtain the following a priori estimate
5 5L u F C f 0, y1, gqr , t2, y1, g , tre t
X Yw x w xq C g q C g q C u .1r2, gqr , t y1r2, gqr , t 2, y1, g , tqr1 2 t
Lemma 1 asserts the existence of a unique solution u in H , whicht 1, 0, 0, s
by partial hypoellipticity belongs to H . In the above estimate taking2, y1, 0, s
5 5t s s y r G 0, g s 0, we get that L u is uniformly bounded for2, y1, 0, tre t
e ) 0. There exists a subsequence of L u which converges weakly inre tn
H as e ª 0, and this implies that u in fact belongs to2, y1, 0, t n t
nq1 .H R . Iteration of this argument leads to the desired2, y1, r , syr q
assertion.
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A lemma on existence and uniqueness of the solution for finite time
x - T is needed to obtain local existence and uniqueness results on the0
nq1 " .  4  .manifold X. The spaces H Q , Q s R l x - T , and H R ,s, s T T q 0 s, s T
" n nq1 4  .R s R l x - T are defined analogously to H R , etc.T " 0 s, s q
 .LEMMA 4. Let s G 0. Gi¨ en data satisfying f g H Q , g g0, s T 1
q y .  .H R , g g H R , and which ¨anish when x - 0, there1r2, sq1 T 2 y1r2, sq1 T 0
 .  .exists a unique solution u of the mixed initial boundary-¨ alue problem 6 ] 8
 .  .with t s 0 ¨anishing when x - 0 and satisfying u g H Q .0 1, s T
yt x 0  .Proof. f s e f belongs to H Q for any value of t , and at 0, s T
similar statement holds for the boundary data. By Lemma 3 there is a
nq1 .  .  .solution U of 6 ] 8 with lf g H R , lf s f in Q , etc. Thet t 0, s q t t T
restriction u of U to Q gives the desired solution.T
q .Assume u g H Q , u s 0 for x F 0, Pu s 0 in Q , u s 0 in R ,1, 0 T 0 T T
y  .and Bu s 0 in R . By partial hypoellipticity u g H Q . Let U gT 2, y1, 0, 0 T
nq1 .H R be an extension of u. Lemma 2 still holds if the hypothesis2, y1, 0, 0 q
nq1 .on f is weakened to f g H R . The function U satisfiest t 0, y1, 0, tq1 q t
 .  .6 ] 8 in which the data on the right-hand side vanish for x - T. By0
 .Lemma 2 with x replaced by x y T U must vanish for x - T , hence0 0 0
u s 0.
A consequence of Lemma 4 is the following lemma on uniqueness; it is
w xan analogue of 5, Theorem 24.1.4 and is proved in the same way.
LEMMA 5. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 1 be fulfilled. If x 0. g S , there0
is a fundamental system of neighborhoods V of x 0. in X such that u g
loc 0. .  .H V l X8 , u s 0 in V l X8 when f - f x , Pu s 0 in V l X8,1
u s 0 in V l S , and Bu s 0 in V l S , imply u s 0 in V.1 2
There are analogues of Lemmas 4 and 5 for the Dirichlet]Cauchy
problem and the Neumann]Cauchy problem. In these analogues each
space of the form H is replaced by H . The proof of these follows thes, s sqs
line of argument for the Dirichlet]Neumann]Cauchy problem. A differ-
w xent argument is given in 5, Sect. 24.1 for the Dirichlet]Cauchy problem,
and the result is also different}there is a loss of only one-half derivative
in the Dirichlet data; the result in the present paper gives a loss of one
derivative in all variables, but a gain of one derivative in the tangential
. wvariables. The proof of Theorem 1 is essentially the same as the proof 5,
x w xTheorem 23.2.4 ; the reference to 5, Theorem 23.2.7 is replaced by a
 . wreference to Lemma 5 and its analogues , and the reference to 5,
x Proposition 23.2.6 is replaced by a reference to Lemma 4 and its
.analogues .
A subsequent paper will apply the factorization method to analyze the
asymptotic behavior of the solution of the Dirichlet]Neumann]Cauchy
problem in a neighborhood of the interface S . Indeed, the asymptotic0
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behavior for a class of mixed initial boundary-value problems for second
order hyperbolic operators will be given}those which satisfy the uniform
Lopatinski condition. The general result is too complicated to give here,
but the result for the Dirichlet]Neumann]Cauchy problem is surprisingly
simple, and we take this opportunity to announce it. Take local coordi-
nates near S in which S corresponds to x s 0 and S corresponds to0 n 0
x s x s 0.ny1 n
THEOREM 2. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 1 hold, and that the
loc loc .  .data are smooth, that is, f g H X8 , and g g H  , k s 1, 2. If u is a` k ` k
loc .  .  .solution of 2 ] 5 in H X8 , then there are local coordinates near S in1 0
which
1r2 1r2u s c x x q ix q c x x y ix q r x , .  .  .  .  .1 ny1 n 2 ny1 n
where c , c , and r are C` functions which ¨anish for f - 0.1 2
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